And the Category is

…… Accessory Realness

Except for an occasional shell-encrusted box or an antique mirrored obelisk, Currey &
Company has not taken the plunge into accessories until now. W ith this new product
category, we have endeavored to create accessories our customers have asked us to
make. The 52-piece collection includes trays, vases and objets d’art. A variety of materials
have been used – wrought iron, porcelain, concrete, Abaca rope, cast aluminum, and more.
Many of the new pieces were designed to pair with items already in our product line.
Creative Director, Cecil Adams shares; “It is only natural that Currey & Company would
further explore the accessories category as we are already working with a variety of
resources and in an array of materials with our expansive collection of table lamps. W e
have always had a few accessory items and decided it was time to broaden the mix of
pieces hopefully to the delight of our customers.”

Sora Small & Large Vases

Boyles Silver Large Tray

Ethereal blue veining flowing across a background of white makes the Sora Small & Large
Vases beautiful decorative accessories for the room that demands sophistication. The
rotund porcelain vases grow beautifully thin at the apex have been hand-painted by
artisans who understand the value of blue and white porcelain, as past generations have
been creating it for centuries. You may think twice about placing anything on our Boyles
Silver Large Tray, as its profile is so handsome, you’ll not want to disturb its clean good
looks. The simple forged iron base that has been treated to a black finish proudly lifts its
antique silver tray-like top to make this an attractive decorative accessory that makes a
big statement. The streamlined minimalist piece is but one of a number of products in our
Boyles offerings that include furniture and accessories. W e are poised to add more
designs to accessory category in 2019.

